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On borders management and externalisation
•

What could be a solution to stop death at sea?

•

Do you think freedom of movement could be the solution to reduce the number of
deaths at sea in a short or long term vision? Do you see other solutions?

•

The main aim of the European agency Frontex is to develop common border
management. Do you think that the solution is to cancel Frontex, or to improve it in
respect of human rights?

•

What proposal could go beyond the hotspot system in Italy and Greece?

•

Starting from the fact that the main agreements with origin and transit countries are a
way for developing readmission and border controls to reduce migration, what
solution could create a new relationship with these countries?

•

What could be an alternative to the Migration Compact proposal?

•

How can we open legal ways of access in European countries?

On Europe’s asylum and migration system

•

Do you think that resettlement and relocation could be a solution for legal entry and
circulation in Europe?

•

What would you propose to reform the Dublin Regulation in order to reduce the time
spent by migrants in a limbo in Europe, and to not oblige them to live in countries
where they don’t want to stay?

•

How would you improve a real integration and hosting system of migrants, asylum
seekers and refugee in Europe?

•

What could be a solution to protect migrants, at European level, against labour
exploitation?
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General Questions on migration in Europe
•

Can you – in a more general way – list your proposals to put migrants at the heart of
a political change in Europe?

•

Which are your recommendations to change the current European agenda for
respecting human rights and the international conventions signed by member states?

•

How would you convince member states to ratify the International Convention on the
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families?
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